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25In today’s scenario the rate of growth of information is expanding exponentially in the World Wide Web.
26As a result, extracting valid and useful information from a huge data has become a challenging issue.
27Recently text summarization is recognized as one of the solution to extract relevant information from
28large documents. Based on number of documents considered for summarization, the summarization task
29is categorized as single document or multi-document summarization. Rather than single document,
30multi-document summarization is more challenging for the researchers to find accurate summary from
31multiple documents. Hence in this study, a novel Cuckoo search based multi-document summarizer
32(MDSCSA) is proposed to address the problem of multi-document summarization. The proposed
33MDSCSA is also compared with two other nature inspired based summarization techniques such as
34Particle Swarm Optimization based summarization (PSOS) and Cat Swarm Optimization based summa-
35rization (CSOS). With respect to the benchmark dataset Document Understanding Conference (DUC)
36datasets, the performance of all algorithms are compared in terms of ROUGE score, inter sentence simi-
37larity and readability metric to validate non-redundancy, cohesiveness and readability of the summary
38respectively. The experimental analysis clearly reveals that the proposed approach outperforms the other
39summarizers included in this study.
40� 2017 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
41open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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44 1. Introduction

45 Now a day’s the rate of information growth is expanding expo-
46 nentially in the World Wide Web, which creates information over-
47 load problem. One solution to this problem is shortening of
48 information, called text summarization (TS). Text summarization
49 is the process of creating shorter version of original text without
50 losing main contents [1] called summary. The summary provides
51 a quick guide to create interest on information, helps in making
52 decision on document whether it is readable or not as well as it
53 is served as a time saver for users [2]. The way in which summary
54 is generated either is an extraction or an abstraction method [3,4].

55Extraction based summaries are generated by selecting the impor-
56tant portions of the original text. Whereas, abstraction based sum-
57maries requires linguistic analysis to construct new sentences from
58the original text [5,6]. Based on dimension, extraction based sum-
59maries can be categorized into two ways i.e., generic or query
60dependent [7]. Generic summary reflects the major content of
61the documents without any additional information. But, Query-
62dependent summary focuses on the information expressed in the
63given queries [8,9].
64Number of documents considered for generating summary, can
65classify the summarization problem as single document or multi-
66document summarization [10,11]. When a document is condensed
67into a shorter version, it is called single document summarization,
68whereas condensing a set of documents into a summary is called
69multi-document summarization. Therefore, summarization of
70multiple documents can be considered as an extension of summa-
71rization of single document [12]. In multi-document summariza-
72tion, search space is larger compared to single document
73summarization, which makes it more challenging for extracting
74important sentences. In that context, multi-document summariza-
75tion can be considered as an optimization problem with the objec-
76tive of producing optimal summary containing informative
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77 sentences of the original documents. Nature inspired optimization
78 based approaches are the suitable choices to address this optimiza-
79 tion problem. In literature several meta heuristic techniques such
80 as particle swarm optimization (PSO), differential evolution (DE),
81 harmony search (HS), Cuckoo search (CS) and genetic algorithm
82 (GA) are applied in single or multi-document summarization.
83 Being inspired by the application of Cuckoo search in other opti-
84 mization problems [13–34], in this study a novel Cuckoo search
85 algorithm based summarizer is presented for multi-document
86 summarization. Though single document using Cuckoo search
87 algorithm is present in literature [35] but, multi-document sum-
88 marizer using Cuckoo search is new to this area. Further the model
89 is also compared with Particle Swarm Optimization based summa-
90 rizer and Cat Swarm Optimization based summarizer. The perfor-
91 mance of such models are analyzed over DUC datasets with
92 respect to few summary evaluation metrics such as ROUGE score,
93 inter sentence similarity and readability metric. These evaluation
94 metrics are considered to validate the non-redundancy, cohesive-
95 ness and readability of the generated summary.
96 The structure of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
97 describes the related works on text summarization problem using
98 global optimization techniques. Section 3 introduces the proposed
99 extractive summarization model. Section 4 presents Cuckoo search

100 based summarizer for solving summarization problem. Next, Sec-
101 tion 5 details the numeric calculation for objective function, Sec-
102 tion 6 elaborates on experiments and result analysis and finally
103 Section 7 addresses the conclusions.

104 2. Related works

105 In this section, a theoretical study of evolutionary algorithms
106 based text summarization and various applications of Cuckoo
107 search algorithm is discussed.
108 In multi-document summarization, compression of multiple
109 documents, speed of sentence extraction, redundancy between
110 sentences and sentence selection are the critical issues in the for-
111 mation of useful summaries. In the past, such issues are resolved
112 by statistical tools. But, due to significantly poor performance of
113 statistical tools in text extraction, from 2000 onwards a number
114 of global optimization techniques such as particle swarm opti-
115 mization (PSO) [2,11,36–38], differential evolution (DE)
116 [1,7,11,12,36,37,39–44], and genetic algorithm (GA) [10,45–51]
117 are proposed by several researchers for improving the performance
118 of sentence selection in document summarization. Initially, the
119 optimization algorithm GA was first used in test summarization
120 problem [45] to retrieve relevant document based on query and
121 relevant judgments. Thereafter in [46], the author has evaluates
122 the efficiency of GA with fitness functions for relevance feedback
123 in information retrieval problem for maintaining the document
124 order. Later on GA based programming technique is used for fuzzy
125 retrieval system to extract information based on query by applying
126 off-line adaptive process [48] and in [49], the author has used GA
127 for text summarization based on sentence score. Each sentence
128 score is obtained through the comparison of each sentence with
129 all other sentences as well as with the document title by cosine
130 measure. The informative features weights are calculated using
131 GA to influence the words relevancy. Word relevancy defines rele-
132 vancy and rank of the sentences having highest score with respect
133 to a threshold, are selected as summary sentences. A single docu-
134 ment generic summary has been extracted based on different sen-
135 tence features using GA by comparing with some other techniques
136 and were evaluated using ROUGE score [10]. Kogilavani et al. [50]
137 Presents a feature based multi-document generic summarization
138 using GA & clustering to enhance the summary quality by maxi-
139 mizing length, coverage and informativeness while minimizing

140the redundancy. Whereas, genetic algorithm based document sum-
141marization has been proposed to generate optimal summary by
142combining article sentences and query sentence to achieve satis-
143fied length, high coverage, high informativeness and low redun-
144dancy in summary [51,52]. However the GA is providing better
145result for text summarization. But GA suffers from issues of more
146parameter tunning [39]. To obtain better summary with less
147parameter tunning, the authors of [1,7,40,41] have used DE for text
148summarization problem. Aliguliyev [1] presents a generic docu-
149ment summarizer based on sentence clustering using DE. Whereas
150in [42], a single document summarizer focuses on sentence feature
151as key ingredient instead of clustering to extract summary. A sum-
152marizer for single document based on clustering has been pre-
153sented and made comparison of discrete DE and conventional DE
154for summarization and showed comparison result by the authors
155of [36]. Alguliev et al. [43] have used DE algorithm to enhance sen-
156tence feature based summary by maximizing content coverage,
157readability and cohesion to improve text readability and informa-
158tiveness of summary. As the problem of summarization is consid-
159ered as discrete optimization problem in [43], to solve such
160problem the author has used adaptive DE to maximize informa-
161tiveness of summary while reducing the redundancy of summary.
162In contrast, the summarization problem is considered as p-median
163problem and Quadratic Boolean programming problem by the
164authors of [7,40], for that a new variation of DE with self adaptive
165mutation and crossover parameters and binary DE is used. Where
166as in [43], adaptive crossover parameter is used for optimizing the
167summary result. The models discussed in [7,12,39] not only
168express sentence-to-sentence relationship, but also express
169summary-to-document and summary-to-subtopics relationships.
170In all the above cases, DE based summarizer is showing signifi-
171cantly better result than GA based summarizer both for single
172and multi-document summarization.
173Rautray and Balabantaray [37] presents a generic summarizer
174for single document using particle swarm optimization algorithm,
175by considering content coverage and redundancy feature as key
176aspects of summary. For solving such problem, the objective func-
177tion is designed by taking weighted average of content coverage
178and redundancy features. Another PSO based single document
179summarizer is also proposed in [11], which has used the same
180objective function as described in [37], but by taking features of
181text as an input arguments instead of sentence weights as input
182arguments to the model. Binwahlan et al. [2] have presented a
183PSO based extractive summarizer where expression of ROUGE is
184used as fitness functions for extraction of summary sentences.
185The summary based on PSO is also presented by Asgari et al. [38]
186considering summary features such as content coverage, readabil-
187ity and length. A multi-document summarization system using
188PSO has been presented in [36] based on the concept of clustering
189of sentences by calculating inter sentence similarity between sen-
190tences and sentence to document set to achieve content coverage
191and diversity of summary. In contrast, similarity metric also used
192by Alguliev et al. [44] to achieve content coverage, diversity and
193length of summary for multiple document sets. Rautray et al.
194[53] presents cat swarm optimization (CSO) algorithm based multi
195document summarizer, which takes content coverage, readability
196and cohesion as key aspects of summary. The summary is evalu-
197ated over DUC dataset and compared with two other optimization
198algorithms such as particle swarm optimization and harmony
199search algorithm, in which CSO shows competitively better result
200than other two algorithms.
201Cobos et al. [15] have implemented Cuckoo search algorithm for
202web document clustering or web clustering engine. Cuckoo search
203uses Balanced Bayesian Information Criteria for fitness function
204and compared against existing clustering algorithms for web
205document, Suffix Tree Clustering, Lingo and Bisecting K-mean
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